
Press Release – Kim Winston LLP, June 2017 

Kim Winston LLP announces the additions of John Letchford as Senior Counsel and Vadim Rodin as 

Associate, and the admission of Chintan Desai to the United States Patent and Trademark Office. 

 

John Letchford is a registered patent attorney with more than 25 years of 

progressive experience in intellectual property law and practices in the areas 

of evaluation, acquisition, transfer and enforcement of intellectual property 

rights involving e-commerce and the Internet, patents, trademarks, copyrights 

and trade secrets.  Specializing in domestic and foreign patent acquisition in 

the mechanical, electrical, computer, chemical and business method parts, he 

has secured several hundred United States and foreign patents on behalf of 

corporations of all sizes, as well as for universities and individuals. 

Prior to joining Kim Winston LLP, John was a Patent Examiner in the United States Patent and Trademark 

Office (USPTO) and worked on the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB).  John was responsible for the 

examination and granting of several hundred United States and international patents in the petroleum, 

heavy equipment and construction industries.   

 

Vadim Rodin is a registered patent attorney focusing on all phases of patent 

procurement, patent litigation and client counseling.  Prior to joining Kim 

Winston LLP, Vadim gained valuable experience as a patent associate and 

assisted in the filing and procurement of copyright, trademarks, and patents.   

Vadim has a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Delaware, 

and earned his J.D. from Seton Hall University School of Law. 

 

 

Chintan Desai, an Associate in the firm’s Patent and Trademark practice 

group, has been admitted to practice in the United States Patent and 

Trademark Office.  Chintan’s practice focuses on all phases of patent 

procurement, trademark prosecution, and client counseling at Kim Winston 

LLP.   

Chintan has a B.S. in Biomedical Engineering from the University of 

Pennsylvania, and earned his J.D. from Rutgers University School of Law. 

 

Kim Winston LLP is an established intellectual property law firm with offices in Voorhees, New Jersey 

and Yonkers, New York.  While we are uniquely situated close to Philadelphia, New York, Delaware and 

Washington D.C., our clients are located throughout the United States and abroad.  The firm specializes 

in all aspects of intellectual property, including patents, trademarks, copyrights and intellectual property 

litigation.  Find out more about Kim Winston LLP at www.kimwinston.com. 


